The recent multi-messenger discovery of binary neutron star (BNS) merger GW170817 showed that γ-ray emission in short GRBs is wider than the central energetic narrow cone, and weakly expands out to tens of degrees. Here we explore some of the observational consequences of this structured emission, taking the reconstructed angular emission profile of gamma-ray burst GRB170817A to be typical. We calculate the expected fraction of gravitational-wave observations from BNS mergers that will have an observed GRB counterpart to be ∼ 30%, implying that joint gravitational-wave and GRB observations will be common. Further, we find that ∼ 10% of observed short GRBs occur within 200 Mpc. Finally, we estimate a BNS merger rate of ∼ 500 Gpc −3 yr −1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of binary neutron star (BNS) merger GW170817 demonstrated the impact of combining information from multiple astrophysical messengers [1] [2] [3] [4] . Multi-messenger information from this one event, among others, firmly established the connection between neutron star mergers and short gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), gave us information on the structure of the relativistic outflow [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and composition of the dynamical ejecta [12] [13] [14] , constrained the maximum mass and equation of state of neutron stars [15, 16] , and gave an independent estimate of the Hubble constant [17] .
The detection of a GRB from the first BNS merger observed through GWs was unexpected [18, 19] . Gammaray emission from short GRBs is beamed, reducing the rate of events observable from Earth. The level of beaming can be estimated using the sudden steepening of GRB afterglow light curves (the so-called jet break) recorded for some GRBs. This yields a typical beaming half angle of ∼ 10
• [20] . This means that only one in every ∼ 100 GRBs should be observable [18] . Similar beaming can be inferred from comparing the observed rate of short GRBs to the expected rate of BNS mergers, the latter of which can be estimated using the observed Galactic binary population and population synthesis models [20] [21] [22] .
GWs, on the other hand, are emitted by BNS mergers in all directions. The difference between the GW amplitude along the direction of strongest emission-the orbital axis, and the direction-averaged emission is only a factor of 1.5 [23] . This means that GWs can be observed with limited dependence on the source orientation. Therefore, for highly beamed gamma emission we expect a high fraction of GW detections not to be accompanied by a detected GRB. Assuming a GRB beaming factor of 100, accounting for the fact that gamma-rays will be emitted along the orbital axis of the binary after merger, and assuming that all GRBs facing towards Earth can be detected within the distance range of GW detectors, * imrebartos@ufl.edu about 1.5
3 /100 ≈ 3% of GW detections should have an observable GRB counterpart.
This paradigm changed with the discovery of GWs from the BNS merger GW170817 by the LIGO and Virgo GW detectors, which was accompanied by a GRB, GRB170817A, discovered by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (Fermi-GBM) and the Anti-Coincidence Shield for the Spectrometer for the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) [3] . The coincidence for the first discovery was previously deemed unlikely. Further, from the identification of the host galaxy together with the GW signal one could estimate the binary's inclination, found to be 32 +10 −13 deg [24] . Short GRBs as a group cannot be detected up to this inclination. A jet opening half angle θ j = 30
• would imply a beaming factor of f b = (1 − cos(θ j ) −1 ≈ 7. This is inconsistent with the (non-collapsar) short-GRB rate density of ∼ 10 Gpc −3 yr −1 [25] and the binary neutron star merger rate density of ∼ 10 3 Gpc−3yr −1 [1, 22] . We do not typically detect GRBs with these inclinations at cosmological distances. Other than the possibility that GRB170817A is unusual, this can be explained if we assume that gamma-ray emission weakens at large observing angles θ obs measured from the GRB jet axis. At low θ obs gamma-ray luminosity is high, and GRBs can be detected from large distances. At greater θ obs , gamma-ray luminosity diminishes and only the closest events can be detected. In this scenario the rate density of observed GRBs is determined by the narrow cone of high-luminosity GRB which has a large effective beaming factor. This picture is further corroborated by the measured isotropic-equivalent energy of GRB170817A, E iso ≈ 3×10 46 erg [3] . This is about a factor of a 1000 below the isotropic-equivalent energy of the weakest GRB previously observed with known redshift [20] .
Observations of the GRB afterglow provided a wealth of additional information on the structure of the outflow that produce gamma rays. The delayed onset of the Xray afterglow is consistent with θ obs being greater than the opening half angle, i.e. that the GRB was observed off-axis [10, 26] .
The afterglow's temporal and spectral evolution can also be used to reconstruct the properties of the rela-tivistic outflow from the source. Here, an interesting result is that the relativistic outflow interacts with the lower-velocity ejecta from the merger, affecting both the afterglow and the gamma-ray emission.
Numerical simulations of the process show that the observed afterglow is inconsistent with the simple tophat jet, in which the relativistic outflow produces uniform emission within the opening angle and zero emission outside of it. Observations are, however, consistent with structured relativistic outflow, more specifically the off-axis observation of a narrow cone of ultra-relativistic material surrounded by a slower outflow that extends to greater angles [6, 27] . Another possible explanation is a quasi-spherical, mildly relativistic ejecta produced by the energy injection of a narrow relativistic jet into slowmoving ejecta [7, [28] [29] [30] . Observations cannot yet differentiate between these latter scenarios.
For either of these possibilities, gamma-ray emission, at least for GRB170817A, is more directionally extended than previous estimates of GRB beaming suggested. This is good news for the joint observability of GWs and GRBs from BNS mergers, and possibly neutron star and black hole mergers. While the weak extended emission does not affect the detection rate of GRBs at cosmological distances, within the limited distance range of GW observations it can play an important role.
In this paper we investigate the observability and inferred rate of BNS mergers in light of structured gammaray emission. For this we assume that GRB170817A is a typical short GRB, and adopt the reconstructed angular gamma-ray emission profile of a structured outflow computed by Margutti et al. [27] . Using this profile, we examine: what fraction of BNS mergers detected via GWs that will be also detected via GRBs; whether there could be a significant population of nearby detectable GRBs, within ∼ 200 Mpc; and the inferred rate of BNS mergers.
II. METHOD
We used Monte Carlo simulations to determine the detectability of GWs and GRBs from BNS mergers. For each realization, we placed a merger in space at a random location assuming homogeneous distribution. We selected a random direction for the binary orbital axis, which we assumed to be the same as the GRB jet axis. For each event, we separately determined the detectability of the GW signal using Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, and the GRB emission using Fermi-GBM and Swift-BAT.
A. Gravitational Waves
To determine whether a GW can be detected, we required that its expected signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the network of GW detectors, ρ network , exceeds a threshold value of 12. We chose this threshold as it corresponds to a false alarm rate of ∼ 10 −2 yr −1 [31] . The GW SNR ρ for a given detector is determined by the detector's sensitivity, as well as the binary's inclination and orientation compared to the detector. To characterize the sensitivity of a given detector to BNS mergers, we define its horizon distance D h as follows. An optimally oriented merger in the optimal direction compared to the detector at D h distance produces a GW signal in the detector with an expected SNR of 8.
For a source located at distance r, polar angle θ gw and azimuthal angle φ gw relative to the detector's axes (see Fig. 1 in [32] ), its mean power SNR over the ensemble (denoted by ) for a single detector can be written as
Here, P (θ, φ) is the antenna power pattern of a single interferometer [32] . To find the network SNR, we combine the SNR of individual detectors:
where the sum is over the GW detectors in the network. We examine multiple observation scenarios by selecting different horizon distances for the detectors. We consider LIGO/Virgo's next observing period, O3, by adopting the expected sensitivities for the "Late" phase in Table  1 of [31] . Note that these values are ranges, which need to be multiplied by 2.26 to obtain the horizon distance (e.g., [33] ). Accounting for this, we adopt a late-phase BNS merger horizon distance range of 270 − 380 Mpc for LIGO and 150 − 260 Mpc for Virgo. We further consider the LIGO/Virgo network at its design sensitivity, using the "Design" phase from the same table used in [31] , following the same method. This gives a design phase BNS horizon distance of 430 Mpc for LIGO and 280 Mpc for Virgo. Finally, for a crude comparison, we considered a future 3rd-generation GW observatory whose horizon distance is 10 times that of LIGO's at design sensitivity. For this case, we assume that only one of such detectors is operational, and for simplicity do not account for cosmological effects or the evolution of merger rate densities. This gives a BNS horizon distance of 4300 Mpc.
B. Gamma-Ray Bursts
We adopted the structured jet model of Margutti et al. [27] , which they obtained using numerical simulations fit to reproduce the afterglow observations of GRB170817A. The expected fluence at Earth as a function of θ obs for this model is shown in Fig. 1 , adopted from Margutti et al. [27] (their Fig. 4 ). For comparison, we also show a quasi-Gaussian best fit on the simulated profile, E fit = E 0 e −(θ obs /θc) α , with E 0 = 10 52 erg, α = 1.9 and θ c = 9
• [27] . As another comparison, we show a simple
Expected fluence of a short GRB similar to GRB170817A for a source at 100 Mpc from Earth, as a function of viewing angle. Our fiducial model is the simulated structured jet of Margutti et al. (blue). For comparison, we show a quasi-Gaussian best fit to the fiducial model (green), as well as the expected profile of a top-hat jet with 10
• beaming half angle, and off-axis emission due to relativistic effects assuming a Lorentz factor Γ = 100. We also show the approximate detection threshold of Fermi-GBM and Swift-BAT.
top-hat jet profile. In the top-hat model, beyond uniform on-axis emission within the jet opening half angle θ ,j , we additionally account for the fact that gamma-ray emission can also be observed off-axis due to relativistic effects. This emission is Doppler shifted and weakened compared to the on-axis emission. Here, we adopt the off-axis emission model of [8] (see their Appendix A), with θ j = 10
• and Lorentz factor Γ = 100.
For the results below, we get similar values if we adopt the quasi-Gaussian fit or the structured jet model. Below we only show results for the structured jet model.
We make the simplifying assumption that the GRB spectrum, which is different at different angles, has no further effect on detectability. We fully describe detectability with the observed gamma-ray flux.
For each Monte Carlo realization, we use the structured jet model to determine whether a GRB would be detected. We take into account both the Fermi-GBM and Swift-BAT detectors. For both Fermi-GRB and Swift-BAT, we consider a source to be detectable if its fluence exceeds 2.5 × 10 −8 erg cm −2 [34] . Fermi-GBM monitor about 70% of the sky, while Swift-BAT monitors about 15%. Therefore we assign a probability of 0.7 + (1 − 0.7) · 0.15 = 0.745 of detection to each source that exceeds the 2.5 × 10 −8 erg cm −2 fluence threshold. TABLE I . Expected volumes within which a GW signal from a BNS merger could be detected for LIGO/Virgo late phase, LIGO/Virgo at design sensitivity (see [31] ), and a single 3rd generation detector with 10 times the horizon distance as LIGO at design sensitivity. The range shown for LIGO/Virgo's late phase indicates the uncertainty in expected sensitivity.
III. RESULTS
A. What fraction of GW detections will be accompanied by an observed GRB?
We first calculated the volume (hereafter detection volume) within which a GW signal from a BNS merger could be detected for a late-phase and design-phase LIGO/Virgo network [31] , as well as for a hypothetical 3rd-generation detector. This scenario only uses information from GWs. Results are shown in Table III A. We then calculated the detection volume for the joint observation of a GW and a GRB from the same source. Here, we calculate these volumes for the same commissioning phases of GW detectors as above. For simplicity we did not account for any sensitivity improvement due to combining GW and gamma-ray information. Results are shown in Table III A.
While the GW signal from a BNS merger is essentially identical from all mergers, the gamma-ray output can vary orders of magnitude. We therefore additionally calculated detection volumes assuming different GRB isotropic-equivalent energies. We find that detection volumes vary only O(20%) in the range E γ,iso = 10 50 − 10 52 erg. This is due to the strong angular dependence of the gamma fluence; a large brightness change will correspond to a relatively small change in the threshold angle within which the GRB can still be detected. Below we focus on results for E γ,iso = 10 52 erg, in line with the results of Margutti et al. [27] .
We determined the fraction of BNS mergers discovered through GW emission that will also have a detected GRB counterpart by comparing the obtained GW-only detection volumes to the obtained GW+GRB detection volumes, both in (Table III A) . We find that ≈ 35% of GW detections will be accompanied by a GRB observation for both late and design GW phases, while this fraction is 27% for a 3rd Gen. detector. For a fiducial top-hat GRB with θ j = 10
• , not considering Doppler effects, the corresponding fraction would be ∼ 2%.
B. What fraction of observed short GRBs occurred in the local Universe?
[35] identified a directional correlation between short GRBs and local galaxies, concluding that 10% − 25% of short GRBs are likely to have been observed from within 100 Mpc. Considering that Fermi-GBM detects ∼ 40 short GRBs annually [36] , this means that 4 − 10 GRBs should be observed every year from within 100 Mpc.
For comparison, from the observed rate and distribution of distant GRBs, the local observed short-GRB rate density has been inferred to be ∼ 10 Gpc −3 yr −1 [25] , corresponding to GRB observations within 100 Mpc only once every 30 years.
Structured gamma-ray emission can partially alleviate this discrepancy. More distant GRBs are only seen within their narrow energetic cone, resulting in an inferred lower rate, while local GRBs can be detected even from larger angles where weaker emission is compensated by the close distance. The weak structured emission also explains why observed nearby GRBs are not much brighter than distant ones, which concerned [35] .
To quantify this effect, we assume that short GRBs like GRB170817A are expected to be detectable within 100 Mpc out to ∼ 40
• , while distant GRBs can only be detected out to their typical beaming angle of ∼ 10
• [20] . This means that local short GRBs are detected at a rate (1 − cos(40 • ))/(1 − cos(10 • )) ≈ 15 times higher than distant GRBs, corresponding to a local observed rate of ∼ 150 Gpc −3 yr −1 . Based on this estimate, about 1% of observed short GRBs should be located within 100 Mpc. This is significantly lower than the 10% − 25% found by [35] . Nevertheless it means that there should be multiple short GRBs that have been detected from the local Universe with Fermi-GBM and Swift-BAT, without their distance having been identified.
Based on the simulated structured jet profile we also find that ∼ 10% of observed short GRBs should occur within 200 Mpc. The fact that such nearby GRBs have not been identified can be an observational selection effect: nearby events are typically detected off-axis, whose distances are difficult to measure. We will discuss this more in detail in a subsequent work.
C. Constraints on BNS merger rate
Using the simulated structured jet profile of Margutti et al. [27] , we find a GRB detection volume of ∼ 0.1 Gpc −3 . Considering that Fermi-GBM and Swift-BAT observe about 45 short GRBs annually, the corresponding BNS merger rate is ∼ 500 Gpc −3 yr −1 . This is consistent with the rate 320 − 4740 Gpc −3 yr −1 obtained by LIGO/Virgo from the detection of BNS merger GW170817 [1] , but higher than recent population synthesis estimates that put the rate in the range of 60 − 330 Gpc −3 yr −1 [37] . This rate is lower than the estimated rate of ∼ 1000 Gpc −3 yr −1 assuming highly beamed emission [20] . This is expected as structured emission increases the detectability of nearby events, therefore a fixed number of GRB detections corresponds to a lower BNS merger rate.
IV. CONCLUSION
We investigated the observational consequences of structured γ-ray emission in short GRBs produced by BNS mergers. Structured jets lead to increased detectability of short GRBs in the local Universe ( 200 Mpc) than for more distant sources due to weak emission out to larger viewing angles. We find the following observational consequences of this effect, using GRB170817 as a fiducial short GRB:
• A short GRB will be observed from more than 30% of BNS mergers discovered via GWs, making such multi-messenger detections common.
• About 10% of observed short GRBs occurred within 200 Mpc from Earth. This means that a significant fraction of short GRBs with no reconstructed distance are nearby.
• The local rate density of BNS mergers is about 500 Gpc −3 yr − 1 .
These results assume that all short GRBs from BNS mergers are like GRB170817A, which is not necessarily the case. Future multi-messenger observations of BNS mergers will help improve these estimates. In addition, our results rely on the simulations of Margutti et al. [27] , which may be improved as more observations of the afterglow of GRB170817A, and more detailed numerical studies of the outflow, become available. Taking into account the changing γ-ray spectrum as a function of viewing angle will further improve the accuracy of the results. The structured jet profile in Margutti et al. [27] is provided only out to 40
• . Presumably nearby GRBs may be detectable at even larger viewing angles, which makes our results, in this regard, conservative.
Finally, there are also alternative emission models to consider, in particular the presence of a mildly relativistic, wide-angle outflow [7, [28] [29] [30] , which will likely yield different predictions to the parameters obtained in this work. Near future observational constraints on these parameters will also provide strong constraints on structured emission.
